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About This Game

Eron is a 2D platform game that allows the player to actively switch between two parallel realms. The player will have to depend
upon this power to finish each level.

In a distant galaxy, on an uncharted planet code-named, Eron, a special power is hidden. The planet is in constant danger as
many seek this power hidden in the planets core.

You play as a native tribesman on this planet, who one day discovers that uninvited guests have destroyed your village. It is up to
you to find and stop whoever is responsible.

***THIS GAME MIGHT NOT BE COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR GAMEPAD***
This game has only been verified to work on a Xbox 360 controller for Windows and a few similar gamepads.
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Title: Eron
Genre: Indie
Developer:
David Mulder
Publisher:
David Mulder
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.6Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB DX9 (shader model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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This game is honestly a really great game to play with friends and we were able to get some great laugh and screams out of
everyone.

It made everyone much more inclined to enjoy the game more once we started calling the ghost Karen and the dolls "The Kids".

I'd say it's 100% worth it to get this game for the price. ♥. Great game would highly recommend it if your into scary stuff. Are
there going to be any new maps?. It's kinda peculiar and somewhat appealing.. It could turn out a beautiful game, but needs a lot
of work and refinement.
There's room for lot of improvements and I'm sure it will get better.. I'm coming to this game with no nostalgia in the
slightest. In fact, when this game was released I was little more than a toddler. That said...

This game is great. I picked it up for just over a pound on sale and expected an hour or so of fun before it got boring. I was
more than wrong. This is extremely different from the modern RS games and one I really recommend to any fan of tactical
shooters.

You can deploy up to 3 squads on a mission (of up to a total of 8 men throughout all 3 squads) and their gear can be customised
to the T. You begin by carefully planning the actions of each squad via plotting waypoints with commands on a map; and while
this isn't as detailed as it could be (you can't control the direction your squad is looking, for example) it's more than satisfactory.

After planning, you enter an FPS "action phase". You can play either as a commander of one of your squads or simply spectate
and issue orders on a radio. Either way, it makes for some very tense situations as you struggle to keep everyone alive. This
tension is made greater by the fact that dead squadmates stay dead throughout the remainder of the campaign.

So, overall, I definitely recommend this game. Especially for such a low price as £3.49.. WESTWOOD'S BACK YA'LL!!!!
(Without EA ♥♥♥♥ing it up the♥♥♥♥♥this time). it's fun. buy it.. its not that good! i wanted to refund it right away!
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While I have seen the investigative mechanics and puzzels done better, the story still holds up and would make this a worth
while buy for people interested in point and click storys.
That said:
The last update on act 3 (out of 4) came 2015 and ever since it's silence or an ominous ";)" from a Dev in the forums, so while I
am not saying that this game is dead, I will recommend to hold off on the buy until all 4 chapters are available just so you don't
waste your money. What's there is fun with 2 likeable main characters, but it's only half the story - not selfcontained.

*EDIT* It seems like I missed a developer announcement via facebook regarding chapter 3. Work seems to continue, link
below by Paggio, one of the Devs.

Do not buy until the rest is released. The recommendation would be a firm "Yes" if all chapters were out.. This is the best game
ive ever seen. much more easier than pervious ones - with animals and vehicles. No annoying blues-shades.
But overall coloring food is not fun at all :D. The bg is beautifully crafted and the bgm is simply awesome!(I adore bgm in
chapter 2/5/6)
Don't give it up if you are frustrated or annoyed. After completing all the chapters, you will find the past obstacles not a big
deal! Seriously!. Good games. very easy to understand this game. trying stay alive long as possble. Heaps of fun. Good job
people who make this game.. Great game, very addicting!. man i aint that cool, ima get good , then ill be coo
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